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Overview of WAVE & ASTEC

• WAVE Global is a social enterprise with a mission to help youth realize their full 
potential by providing them educational tools & resources.

• ASTEC (Advanced Science and Technology Education Charter) School is a public 
charter school with a mission to empower, motivate and inspire learners to reach 
their highest potential.

• The high synergy in the mission of WAVE & ASTEC brought us together to a WAVE 
Teacher Training Program in Oklahoma City (OKC). 

• We had a very successful teacher training program on July 24th, 2019 in OKC and 
are excited about reaching a multitude of teachers and students.
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Teacher Training Objectives

1. Have ASTEC teachers experience the WAVE workshop so the new 
accelerated and optimal learning methods learned can be 
implemented by ASTEC teachers in the classroom.

2. Have teachers experience first-hand, the Mindfulness aspect of the 
WAVE framework and apply in the classroom to increase student 
attention span.

3. Based on initial training, decide the future path of training a 
multitude of teachers through an ongoing teacher training program 
at ASTEC.
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Background– Precursor To The Teacher Training Event
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Dr. Freda Jones Deskin - Founder of ASTEC
Charter schools in Oklahoma City is a very
accomplished and well respected Educator in
the United States. She witnessed our students
demonstrating impressive skills and capabilities
during the WAVE graduation ceremony and
immediately saw the value in ASTEC teachers
getting trained on WAVE methods of
Accelerated Learning & Mindfulness.

WAVE delivered a teacher training program for
15 of ASTEC’s elementary, middle and high
school teachers in Oklahoma City in the
Summer of 2019. The following slides show a
glimpse of what the teachers learned and their
feedback.

Click here to read Dr. Deskin's profile

Click the image above to see Video 

How did the WAVE Teacher Training Program at 
ASTEC Come About?

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/6d9e2d_78b464994c7b47249acb1cd4fde704e5.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlFHVmVcNMg&t=1s


Training Sessions Overview 

• Session 1: Teachers were introduced to a new and unconventional 
method of learning using right brain & creative visualization methods.

• Session 2: After session 1, teachers experienced that their wandering 
mind prevented them from staying focused and therefore, information 
absorption was not optimal. Teachers learned Alpha meditation that 
increased their awareness and in turn improved their focus. Their 
concentration levels were high after the meditation.

• Session 3: Teachers experiencing better absorption, longer retention 
and easier recall after learning to be in control of their mind instead of 
being distracted by their mind. 
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Session-1: Accelerated learning
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Teachers learned unconventional 
super learning methods that gave 
them first hand experience of 
accelerated learning. In a very 
short time teachers experienced 
that a lot of complex and high 
volume content (50 random 
words) can be quickly absorbed, 
retained longer and easily 
recalled. 

The creative visualization method 
with awareness gave them a new 
insight into how learning can be a 
joyful experience and deliver 
tangible & relevant outcomes.

Click the image above to play video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDaOGcft6fE


Session-2: Mindfulness & Nature of Wandering Mind
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Teachers experienced that their 
wandering mind prevented 
them from staying focused and 
therefore, information 
absorption was not optimal. 

Teachers learned a very simple 
yet powerful Alpha meditation 
method that helps a child stay 
in the present moment, 
eliminating the root cause of 
all attention related issues. 

Click the image above to play video 

Insert picture of teachers 
going through Alpha 

meditation

Insert picture of teachers 
going through Alpha 

meditation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZwweLR0tsU


Session-3: Tangible outcomes
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8th Grade Science teacher, Danny 
Porter, and Middle School 
teacher, Cindy Millican, recalling 
large volumes of information (50 
random words) within 1 hour of 
training. The new and 
unconventional learning methods 
using creative visualization and 
the right brain triggers helped 
them easily absorb large amount 
of information given to them few 
minutes earlier. Awareness of the 
wandering mind through Alpha 
meditation helped retain all of it 
and therefore, recall was easy.    

Click the image above to play video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aj3Mn3yjpsM


Teachers’ Feedback About The WAVE Program
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1. “The powerful insights from Alpha meditation has created a curiosity  and motivated me to practice it twice a day 
everyday, like the training suggests.” 

…………. Jeremy Maker – Dean of Instruction 

2. “Even adults struggle with being able to focus. We get tired and lose concentration. Our students feel the same and we 
keep telling them to pay attention …… but never teach them how. Today, I learned how to teach them to pay 
attention.” 

…………… School Superintendent Shannon Grimes

3. I found the training to be not only informative and based in research but also entertaining and applicable to all ages and all 
subjects. Mr. Naidu models the techniques throughout his presentation and helps you to understand how to incorporate the 
techniques throughout your teaching to make learning a joyful and relevant experience which makes the learning memorable 

for all students.” .………… Bridget O’Connor – Elementary School Principal 
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Teachers’ Feedback About The WAVE Program
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4. “It was very insightful to see how when we overcome the doubts of the mind about our learning abilities, we can 
accomplish so much with simple and powerful techniques that help us overcome the fear of abstract or unknown 
concepts. I learned it is important to set aside the mind’s doubts and have a growth mindset rather than a fixed 
mindset.”

………….. Assistant Headmaster Tammy Russsel

5. “I am very excited about the new knowledge I received today and looking forward to applying this to my classroom 
and see how it works.”

………….. Alyssa Shaffer – Middle School Teacher  

6. “I had a rough day today before I came to the training and I had a lot going on in my mind. In spite of all those 
distractions, I was able to do a very good job of memorizing and recalling information using the technique taught. Our 
students go through similar experiences everyday in their life and I feel good to know that this will work for them too.”   

………… Randy Burghart – Personalized Learning Academy Coordinator
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Teachers’ Feedback About The WAVE Program
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7. “Our students sit through and learn 7 different subjects everyday and I used to wonder how will they remember 
so much content at the end of the day. Now I feel with these tools, we can help them remember and recall easily 
a wide range of topics and subjects.”

……... Jori Solt – Middle School Technology Teacher
8.“Being able to identify the root cause of distractions and why students lose focus and concentration is a great insight. I 

now feel I will have better engagement with my students by helping them become self aware. I am already thinking of 
making this meditation a part of my class so we increase awareness in the classroom.”

………… Shaniqua Campbell – Technology Teacher

9.“I am a very logical and analytical person and I don’t allow myself to go or think outside of logic. I surprised myself 
today by actively engaging in the creative visualization method and accessed my creative side which I don’t allow 
myself to do. I am now looking forward to applying this knowledge to my high school science classes that I teach.”

….……Danny Porter – 8th Grade Science Teacher 
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Teachers’ Feedback About The WAVE Program
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10.“As I was going through this new concept, I found it very new and abstract and there was some resistance in my mind. But 
taking it slowly and step by step ensured that we stayed focused. I understand now how my students feel when they are 
introduced to a new concept they don’t understand. Through the creative visualization method, I learned today how we can 
make learning a joyful experience.” 

………. Clarissa Urbina – Exploration, 6th Grade Teacher

11. “As a new teacher to this school, this was a confidence boost to be able to get up and be in front of people that I don’t know 
and haven’t worked with. With what I as able to accomplish, I never felt it was possible and now I feel very confident about 
myself as a teacher.”   

………… Cindy Millican – Middle School Teacher

12. “I think it is very important to teach these new methods to children early on so they learn to become more confident about 
themselves. I want to see more of how this has helped Elementary and Middle school students. But this is a very unique way 
to teach and learn.”

………….. Karen Walker – 6th Grade Science Teacher 
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Teachers’ Thoughts on Before & After WAVE Training

Here is a quick 
snapshot of how 
the teachers at 
ASTEC charter 

School felt 
BEFORE & AFTER 
the WAVE Teacher 
Training Program.



ASTEC School Superintendent Sharing His Thoughts
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• ASTEC School Superintendent, Mr. 
Shannon Grimes sharing his thoughts 
about the WAVE teacher training 
program.
• A unique program that presents a very 

simple yet very powerful method of 
learning.

• For the first time, we as teachers 
learned how to teach children to pay 
attention and not just ask them to pay 
attention. 

• This program offers the flexibility to 
stretch this knowledge to other areas 
of their classroom responsibilities. 

• We are very excited about what we 
have learned and see great potential of 
how this can be used to improve 
classroom learning experiences for our 
students.

Click the image above to play video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMl8VVF48Qc


Endorsements & Media Coverage of WAVE Global’s work 

1. Mayor of Frisco, TX Jeff Cheney sharing his thoughts about WAVE Global’s work and 
WAVE framework. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DthL_AVt0iE

2. US Congressman from California, Ro Khanna’s office endorsed WAVE Global’s work.

3. http://www.deccanabroad.com/wave-global-memory-mind-science-workshop/

4. Several endorsements by Superintendents of Independent School Districts (ISDs) in Texas. 
See next slide. 16

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DthL_AVt0iE
http://www.deccanabroad.com/wave-global-memory-mind-science-workshop/


Endorsements from Educators & National Non-Profit Organizations

1. City Council member, City of Stafford (Houston), Mr. A. J. Honore

2. Associate Superintendent, Ms. Holly Fergusson of Prosper ISD, TX

3. Member of Board of Trustee, Frisco ISD, TX, Ms. Debbie Gillespie

4. Dr. Freda Deskin, Founder of ASTEC Charter school in Oklahoma City and a 
distinguished educator.

5. Member of Board of Trustee, Fort Bend ISD, TX, Ms. Monica Riley

6. Professor Dr. Satyanarayana Reddy, MD, Ph.D. - Georgia Tech University

7. Jennifer Carrol, VP of Programs - Big Brothers Big Sisters, Philadelphia Chapter

8. Nicole MacNeill, Program Manager -Big Brothers Big Sisters, Philadelphia Chapter
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Click on each of the links below to watch their video testimonials.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFOZY7urvT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVckhmQVGhw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xEdtxuz2lQE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlFHVmVcNMg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aDv4_cQrYk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heXyYiCJwoM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4AtsPoGY6Y&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQzP8rK6J18&feature=youtu.be


To learn more about us, visit …

1. Website: www.waveglobal.org

2. Facebook: WAVE GLOBAL LLC

3. Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/waveglobalorg/

4. High level overview of WAVE framework:  https://youtu.be/m_B7pewmP6k

5. WAVE YouTube channel : https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=wave+global+workshop

Contact us at: usa@waveglobal.org / enquiry@waveglobal.org

+1-315-221-8921 / +1-309-846-2239 / +1-309-846-5964
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For hundreds of testimonials from students, parents & community leaders, visit 
http://waveglobal.org/testimonials.html

http://www.waveglobal.org/
https://www.facebook.com/WaveGlobalLLC/
https://www.instagram.com/waveglobalorg/
https://youtu.be/m_B7pewmP6k
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=wave+global+workshop
mailto:usa@waveglobal.org
mailto:enquiry@waveglobal.org
http://waveglobal.org/testimonials.html


Testimonials by students, parents, community leaders
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As parents, we always invest a lot of efforts & money in the conventional education system that focuses on teaching concepts or 
subjects in theory perfectly, but never laid down the framework of "how to learn efficiently" to store and retrieve information when 
required. That is precisely what WAVE framework teaches the children, the methods and techniques to process, store & retrieve
information in fast, stress-free & fun filled way, exactly the way our mind naturally processes. This is a massive & the best gift we can 
give our children to shape them up as a better individuals.

(Parent of 14 & 10 year old children) 

For hundreds of testimonials from students, parents & community leaders, visit 
http://waveglobal.org/testimonials.html

WAVE workshop has 

changed the way I look at 

things in many ways and 

also has given me 

strategies not only for 

memorization but also to 

true success. These are 

very practical and helpful 

because they can be 

applied to help in many 
real life situations.

(10 year old student)

http://waveglobal.org/testimonials.html


Student Workshop Flyer
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For hundreds of testimonials from students, parents & community leaders, visit 

http://waveglobal.org/testimonials.html

http://waveglobal.org/testimonials.html


APPENDIX

Additional material to understand more about 
WAVE Global
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AYMG Book –
Table of contents 

Literary work  and contribution to education initiatives

1. The Book “AWAKEN YOUR MAGICAL GENIUS”,  written and published by WAVE Founder, Mohan Naidu.

2. WAVE Founder, Mohan Naidu contributed, along with others, towards design of Happiness Curriculum for 
Delhi (Capital of India) government’s 1024 schools and over a million children, released by His Holiness Dalai 
Lama.
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